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I. Introduct ion:  
The welding process as appl ied t o  m e t a l s  jo in ing  is o f t e n  referred t o  
a s  the "art" of welding r a the r  than the "science" of w e l d i n g .  
on a s c i e n t i f i c  l e v e l ,  i n  a space age environment t h a t  demands better strength 
to weight r a t i o s ,  we must u t i l i z e  q u a n t i t a t i v e  da t a  ana lys i s  tools such a s  ex- 
perimental design, regress ion  anayls i s  and other r e l a t e d  ra themat ica l  tools. 
To place welding 
The q u a n t i t a t i v e  da ta  ana lys i s  approach is used i n  this study t o  determine 
which con t ro l l ab le  e f f e c t  the time-temperature r e l a t i o n s h i p  i n  welding 2219 A l -  
uminum Alloy. By cont ro l ing  these time-temperature r e l a t i o n s h i p s ,  w e l d  va r i ab le  
responses can be predic ted ,  cont ro l led  and u l t imate ly  optimized. 
11. Expressions for  Heat  Input:  
A. Joules/In/In 
For many yea r s ,  Joulesf inf in  has been used for  an  expression of heat  
energy input.  
T h i s  expression is not adequate f o r  expressing weld heat  input  s h c e  var ious  
combinations of the independent var iab les  vol tage ,  cur ren t  and t r a v e l  speed 
w i l l  g ive t h e  same expression for  Joules/In/In but  gives  q u i t e  different re- 
sponses . 
This expression is used i n  var ious welding publ ica t ions  today. 
B. Time Temperature 
The time-temperature c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  curve is  f e l t  t o  provide an adequate 
Maximum temperature is def ined a s  the peak t a -  
Time@ temperature is 
expression for w e l d  heat input.  
pera ture  the mater ia l  reaches during the welding cyc le .  
def ined a s  the  time t h a t  the mater ia l  being welded is above t h a t  temperature t h a t  
adversely a f f e c t s  s t r e n g t h  proper t ies  of the  base mater ia l .  
111. Approach: 
There is a p a r t i c u l a r  "set" of time-temperature c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  curve8 
t h a t  optimize such w e l d  var iab le  responses,  a s  weld s t r e n g t h  properties. 
"set" of curves for t h i s  inves t iga t ion  a r e  those taken from temperature measure- 
m e n t s  i n  the weld bead, a", 4''. 1" and 2" from the  cen te r  of the weld bead. 
The 
To control  and reproduce such time-temperature curves ,  we must de f ine  
and e s t a b l i s h  quantative r e l a t i o n s  between maximum temperature,  time-at-temper- 
a tu re  and t h e i r  lindependent va r i ab le s .  Once these  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  have been es- 
t ab l i shed ,  the time-temperature c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  curve can be reproduced within 
tolerances,  based on the confidence l eve l  of t h e  curves. 
With the  a b i l i t y  t o  con t ro l  and reproduce the time-temperature character-  
i s t i c s  curve within acceptable tolerances one w i l l  be i n  a p o s i t i o n  t o  p red ic t  
and optimize weld var iable  responses. 
To define the  time-temperature func t iona l  and response r e l a t i o n s h i p s  i t  
was necessary t o  es tab l i sh  the following basic  mathematical r e l a t ionsh ips :  
and 
X1 = F(X3, X4 ... X9) 
X2 = F(X3, X4 ... IX9) 
where : 
Y 1 =  Yield s t r e n g t h  
y2 = ult imate  s t r e n g t h  
Y3 = elongation 
X 1  = maximum temperature 
X2 = time 0 temperature 
X3 = voltage 
X4 = current  
Xg = t r a v e l  speed 
X6 = wire speed 
X7 = torch angle 
X8 = gas flow 
Xg = tungsten length 
A f r a c t i o n a l  f a c t o r i a l  experimental design was used wi th  the range of 
each independent va r i ab le  s e t  a t  predetermined high and low po in t s .  Four re -  
p l i c a t i o n s  were conducted a t  t h e  midpoint of the  range t o  a i d  i n  the  development 
of regression equations. 
;The c r i t i c a l  independent and dependent va r i ab le s  were recorded w i t h  the 
a i d  of low speed tachometers, thermocouples and other measurement devices .  
2 
A step-wise mult iple  regression ana lys i s  was used t o  develop math- 
ematical  re la t ionships  between the  controllable independent Variables.  A 
quadra t ic  equatian so lu t ion  program was u t i l i z e d  t o  solve the  regression 
equations based on pre-determined increments of the independent var iab les .  
I V ,  Resu l t :  Maximum Temperature @ T i m e  @ Temperature 
The r e s u l t s  of t h i s  study ind ica tes  something contrary t o  our belief 
p r i o r  t o  t h i s  inves t iga t ion ,  t h a t  is; tire @ temperature does not play 85 
s ign i f i can t  a ro l e  i n  determining s t r eng th  p rope r t i e s  as believed. I say 
t h i s  w i t h  some q u a l i f i c a t i o n ,  a t  lower maximrr temperature an increase  the  
in  uBt i r a t e  s t r e n g t h ,  however a t  maximam temperatures above approximately 
1250 F m izxcresrse in t h e  Q tmperslture caused a decrease i n  strer.gth pro- 
p e r t i e s  throughout the t h e  @ temperature range invest igated.  
t enpera ture  above approximately 24 seconds d id  not cont r ibu te  t o  8 decrease 
Based on the r e s u l t s  i t  was  found t h a t  a maximum y i e l d  and u l t i m a t e  
The 
Consequently the  maximum temperature observed 
strength of 35,128 p s i  and 54,388 p s i  respec t ive ly  cculd be obtained with 
a maximum temperature of 150O0F/& a time temperature of 15 seconds. 
actual 'observed time @ temperature corresponding t o  the 1500°F l e v e l  is 
approximately 52 seconds. 
corresponding t o  a tMe @ temperature of 16 seconds was appraximately 860°F. 
Froa a p r a c t i c a l  view point  it m u l d  appear d i f f i c u l t  t o  a t t a i n  t k se  valves 
of 1 5 0 0 9  f o r  maxima temperature and  1 6  seconds f o r  time a t  temperature un- 
less soae exotic c h i l l i n g  mechanism could be developed. 
t o  reproduce these values t h a t  optimize s t r eng th  proper t ies ,  t h i s  f a a t  cool ing 
r a t e  could have an adverse e f f e c t  on t h e  ove ra l l  weld proper t ies  by i n c r e a s h g  
crack formation. 
If it is p rac t i ca l  
For e l m g a t i o n  we had a d i f f e ren t  s i t u a t i o n  a s  f a r  as values t h a t  pro- 
duced acceptable e l m g a t i o n  propert ies .  
obtained w i t h  a maximum temperature of 1500 F and a t i r e  @ temperature of 
52 seconds. 
end of  the time @ temperature sca le  f o r  a value of 52 seconds. The value 
f o r  elongation obtainable when w e  optimize y ie ld  and u l t i m a t e  s t r eng th  was 
4.38%. 
A xalue  of 4.87% elongation m s  
I n  seeking t o  optimize elongat ion p rope r t i e s  we go t o  the opposi te  
Control lable  Weld Variables vs Max. Temperature and T i r e  @Temperature 
I n  analyzing the con t ro l l ab le  weld va r i ab le s ,  t he re  a re  fou r  v r r i a b l e s  
t h a t  cont r ibu te  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  to va r i a t ion  i n  s t r eng th  proper t ies .  They 
a re :  
Voltage 
cur ren t  
t r a v e l  speed 
w i r e  speed 
and w e  w i l l  c a l l  them primary weld var iab le .  Th i s  is not to infre t h a t  v a r i r b l e s  
such a s  gas flow aee not important only t h a t  a v a r i a t i o n  i n  t h i e  var iab les  does 




There was not a combination of controllable weld variables that 
gave values of time (3 temperature and maximum temperature in a combi- 
nation of 16 seconds and 1500°F respectively. 
The combination of controllable weld variables that cane nearer 
giving the value of time @ temperature and maximum temperature was: 
voltage - 10.4 volts 
current - 185 amps 
travel speed - 6.0 in/min 
wire speed - 19.4 in/min 
torch angle - 1/2O lead 
gas flow - 120 CFH 
tungsten length - .38 i'n 
These values for time (3 temperature and maximum temperature are: 
time @ temperature - 29.0 sec 
maximum temperature - 14,685% 
The corresponding strength property values are: 
yield rltrength - 30,691 psi 
ultimate strength - 40,165 psi 
elongation - 2.89 
Conclusions: 
TO date, based on observed data, it is felt the time-temperature 
approved to controlling weld variables, is fearible. 
menta other than in the weld bead alone should be relied upon for a 
three dimensional temperature profile. 
Temperature meaiure- 
In addition, it is felt that the time-temperature characterirtics 
curves can be shaped to produce.increased strength properties. 
can be accomplished by utiliding improved independent variable control 
technique8 and chilling mechanisms. However, the limits of time-tempera- 
Lure approach will have to be defined taking into conrideration the 
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OBJECTIVE 
The ob jec t ive  of t h i s  research i s  t o  study t h e  e f f e c t s  of base metal 
and f i l l e r  metal chemical content,  gas content ,  i n t e r n a l  impuri t ies ,  and external 
impur i t i e s  upon t h e  occurrence of weld d e f e c t s  i n  the  aluminum a l l o y s  2219 and 
2014. 
PROGRAM APPROACH 
The research i n  t h i s  program i s  divided i n t o  two phases. I n  Phase I, 
t h e  e f f e c t s  of t he  above f a c t o r s  a r e  s tudied using bead-on-plate welds with no 
f i l l e r  metal  added. I n  Phase 11, the e f f e c t s  of t he  above f ac to r s  a r e  s tudied 
using controlled-composition f i l l e r  metals t o  deposi t  bead-on-plate welds. 
Four s t eps  were used i n  the program. F i r s t ,  materials w e r e  prepared 
with con t ro l l ed  levels of four fac tors :  chemical content,  gas content ,  i n t e r n a l  
impur i t i e s ,  and ex te rna l  impuri t ies .  Second, welds were made i n  these  materials 
under c a r e f u l l y  control led conditions.  Third,  t h e  welds w e r e  examined v i s u a l l y  
and by radiographic and metallographic methods t o  determine the  type,  number, 
and s i z e  of weld de fec t s  present .  Finally,  t h e  r e s u l t s  were analyzed t o  deter-  
mine t h e  e f f e c t s  of t h e  four f ac to r s .  The program w a s  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  planned and 
t h e  r e s u l t s  are being analyzed s t a t i s t i c a l l y .  A l l  welding equipment and in s t ru -  
mentation are accurate  t o  spec i f i ed  requirements so  t h a t  t h e  da t a  obtained i n  
t h i s  program w i l l  be t r ans fe rab le  t o  other  programs. 
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DEFINITIONS 
The chemical content of the base plate in this program is defined as 
those metallic elements for which both a maximum and a minimum level is specified 
in current alloy specifications (Cu, Mn, V, Ti, and Zr for 2219 base plate and 
Cu, Mn, Si, and Mg for 2014). 
metal which is detected by vacuum-fusion analysis. 
defined as those elements for which only a maximum level is specified (primarily 
Si, Fey Mg, and Zn in 2219 base plate and Fey Zn, Ti, and Cr in 2014). External 
impurities are defined as the purity of the helium shielding gas used during the 
welding. The low external impurity atmosphere has a -60 F dewpoint. The high 
external impurity atmosphere has a +10 F dewpoint. 
atmospheres is chemically cleaned prior to welding. 
Gas content is defined as the hydrogen in the 
Internal impurities are 
The base plate used in both 
MATERIALS 
Two levels of each factor were studied. Eight dif,drent material 
"types" were fabricated. 
of the four factors. The level of each factor for each type is shown in Table 1. 
As shown in Table 1, the hydrogen content of the finished plate was not completely 
controlled by any of the methods described in Table 2. 
chemical content, internal impurities, and external impurities were controlled 
succe s s fully. 
Each type contained a different combination of levels 
The three other factors, 
The hydrogen content of an available lot of commercial 2219 base plate 
was about 0.1 ppm by weight. No commercial 2014 base plate was available for 
analysis. 
WELDING 
All test welds made during Phase I were deposited in the horizontal 
position as bead-on-plate welds with no filler metal. All welds were made with 
the d-c straight polarity TIG process utilizing an automatic, voltage-regulating 
head. Arc amperage, arc voltage, and arc travel speed were carefully regulated 
and precisely recorded for each weld. Welding was conducted in a vacuum-purged 
controlled-atmosphere chamber to insure reproducible gas-shielding conditions. 
DEFECT STUDY 
Pores were the only significant weld defects observed during Phaee I, 
Mostofthe pores were so fine that they were not visible in radiographs of the 
welds. A point counting method was used to determine the porosity level of 
8 
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TABLE 1. C~OSITIONS OF X2014a AND X221ga EASE PIATE 
Actual E, Content 
~~ ~ ~~ 
Type Chemical Internal External Target H2 x2219 x2014 
b Number Content Impuritiesb Impuritiesb Contentb 1/4 in. 3 / 4  in. 1/4 in. 3 / 4  in. 
1 L L L 
2 L H L 
3 L H H 
4 L L H 
5 H L L 
6 H H L 
7 H L H 
8 H H H 
L .l . 3  .3  . 3  
H - 8  .5 -7 1.9 
L .6 -5 .4 . 7  
H .3  .1 .4 1 .8  
H 1.1 .7 . 6  .5 
L .5 .4  - 8  .7 
L .1 -1 -5 . 3  
H .7 -5 .9 .8 
(a) The prefix "X" denotes materials prepared in the laboratory to distinguish them from 
connnercial materials. 
(b) L = Low Level. 
H = High Level. 
b a 
-4- 
TABLE 2. CONTROL OF HYDROGEN CONTENT 
I. Low Hydrogen Content (target of less than 0.2 parts per millionlby 
weight of hydrogen) 
Method 1: long chlorination time (15 minutes) 
low pouring temperature (1300 F) 
(X2319-1, 3, 6, 7; X2219-1, 3 ,  6, 7; X2014 only 1/4 inch 
type 3 plate) 
Method 2: no chlorination 
long holding time '(20-30 minutes) 
low pouring temperature (1300 F) 
(X2014-1, 3 ,  6 ,  7 only'3/4 inch type 3 plate) 
11. High Hydrogen Content (target of more than 1.0 ppm hydrogen by weight) 
Method 1: short chlorination time (6 minutes) 
long holding time at high temperature (25 minutes at 
1500 F) 
(X2319-2, 4, 5, .8; -X2219-2, 8) 
Method 2: no chlorination 
gas flame played over melt with mild stirring (5-10 minutes, 
(X2219-4, 5; X2014-2, 5, 8) 
melt stirred with graphite rod wet with water at frequent 
(X20 14-4) 





from two t o  four metallographic cross sections taken from each weld. 
sections were photographed a t  20X and a grid of a t  least  10 l ines pe r  inch was 
superimposed on the f ina l  p r i n t  during the photographic processing. A typical 
weld cross section with a superimposed grid is  shown i n  Figure 1. Two quantities 
were obtained from each photograph. 
within the weld fusion zone was obtained by measuring the fusion zone area with 
a planimeter and multiplying t h i s  by the nwnber of grid intersections p e r  unit 
area. 
was obtained by counting. 
sections coincident with pores divided by the t o t a l  number of intersections within 
the weld, times 100. 
~ a s e  plate i;cmpositton (see Table i for tam camposition of ea& typej. 
The cross 
The trotal number of grid intersections 
The number of grid intersections that coincided with pores in  the weld 
The per cent porosity is  equal t o  the number of inter- 
Table 3 l i s t s  the average porosity level for  each type of 
Segrezation and Porosity Occurrence 
During the study of a limited number of cross sections of welds, a 
-relationship was noted between segregation i n  the weld and the occurrence of 
pores i n  the weld. 
base plate.  A microhardness traverse across the weld revealed a hardness 
difference between the l ight  bands in the weld (in which most,of the pores 
w e r e  located) and the dark bands. 
resu l t s  above Point 6 ,  i n  Figure 2, where the resolution of the bands was 
di f f icu l t .  
Figure 2 shows a transverse section of a weld made on a 2 1 9  
The hardness traverse gave no conclusive 
Figure 3 i s  a photomacrograph of a longitudinal section of a weld on 
X2014 base plate. 
di-stributed i n  families of cumes. 
longitudinal weld sections, both porous and nonporous, showed several common 
features. 
grouping: one in  the lower p a r t  of the weld and one in  the upper part. The 
similar features of shape and s ize  of porous areas and of segregated areas 
within the weld related occurrence o f  pores t o  weld sol idif icat ion on a micro- 
scopic scale. 
t h i s  program. 
The pores w e r e  observed t o  be ordered by si te and were 
A study of a limited number of other 
The welds a l l  contained two d is t inc t  domains of pore or segregation 
Further study of pore occurrence w i l l  be made i n  later work during 
The following observations and conclusions were made tentatively since 
the analysis of resul ts  i s  not complete: 
(1) Tentatively, the significance of the high levels of the four 
factors can be ranked according t o  the i r  effect  on the porosity 
level. A high level of external impurities caused the porosity 
level t o  be significantly higher than the porosity level caused 
by a high level of gas content or internal impurities. 
chemical content was the least  significant and caused the lowest 
porosity levels. 
A high 
- 6 -  
Etch-Polish RM40008 2 ox 
FIGURF, 1. TYPICAL CROSS SECTION OF 3/4-INCH-THICK X2219-8 WELD 
GW-87 cross section 10 inches from end of weld. 
Porosity = 11.0%. 
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TABLE 3. AvEBAGE POROSITY LEVEL!3 FOR WEIDS IN 
X2219 AND X2014 BASE PLATE 
Average Porosity Level, per cent 
X2219 base plate X2014 base plate 
Type 114 inch 314 inch 114 inch 3/4 inch 
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(2) An interaction between internal impurities and chemical content 
which affected the weld porosity level was conclusively demon- 
strated for 3/4-inch-thick X2219 base plate. With a low internal 
impurity level, the porosity level did not change significantly 
when the'chemical content was changed from low to high (gas 
content and external impurities remained constant). 
internal impurity level, the porosity level doubled when the 
chemical content was changed from low to high (gas content and 
external impurities remained constant). 
With a high 
(3) The higher porosity levels in X2014 base plate welded in a 
helium atmosphere of about +10 F dewpoint indicated that X2014 
welds were more sensitive to moisture in the shielding gas than 
were X2219 welds. 
(4) Pores were observed to occur in welds made in low dewpoint 
shielding gas only on 1/4-inch-thick Types 5 and 6 compositions 
of X2014 base plate (see Table 1). 
(5) Some fabrication problems were encountered with base plates of 
1/4-inch-thick X2014 and X2219 Types 5 and 7 compositions. 
plates of these types contained minute surface cracks not 
detectable by ultrasonic inspection to Class "A" of MSFC-SPEC-283. 
Some 
FUTURE WORK 
Work planned for the completion of the program is summarized below: 
(1) The analysis of welds made on base plate with no filler wire will 
be completed. 
(2) Eight separate compositions of X4043 and X2319 filler wire will 
be used to deposit bead-on-plate welds on 2014 and 2219 base 
plate, respectively. 
(3) Defects in the welds made with filler wire will be studied and 
the results will be analyzed. 
. 
A theoret ical  modo1 f q  tho formstion of porosity i n  aluminum welds i s  presented 
i n  terms of nutlo8tlon 8nd growth thoory. 
and the techniquos are discussod. 
The l iml ta t lons of  both the theory 
Since l imi tod data w e  available, only tentat ive trends can be observed. A 
good correlat ion appoers t o  ex i s t  between the microscopic and speci f ic  gravi ty 
measurements for voltmo f ract ion of pocosity. The t o t a l  hydrogon content o f  
weld pools, pow nucloatlon and pore growth al 1 appear to  show consi stent 
behavior. 
ing weld so l id i f lC8t lon timer the pores grow.and have t i m e  t o  escape from tho 
melt. 
have time for some growth, but not enough time t o  leave the weld. 
evidenced by docreasor in  the t o t a l  hydrogen contents and i n  the pore growth 
rates and a small increase i n  the pwe  nucleation rates which occur a f te r  
maximum escape of hydrogen from the weld pool. 
pore v o l w  fract ion as a function of  the Johnson-Mehl parametor gives confidence 
tha t  the theoretical and pract ica l  appruximations and the resul tant  data are 
reasonably well foundod. 
I n i t i a l l y ,  the porosity nucleates as many f i ne  pores. With incress- 
Other smallor pores which f o r m  during and a f te r  t h i o  agglomeration p b r o  
Thls i s  
The reasonable agreement of the 
Future work i 8  0Ut~in.d. 
b * 
This work represents an attempt i o  explain the mechanisms responsible for 
porosity i n  aluminum welds i n  terms of 'metal lurgical  phenaneiia as well as 
weiding parameters. 
problem. 
emphasis i s  being placed upon the  my in  whirti W W i f y  fwars and g r ~ r r .  
Hydrogen i s  considered t o  be largely responsible for t h i s  
The k ine t ics  of this behavior are not well  knorm. Thus, the major 
Consider a molten metal, or alloy, of a given i n i t i a l  composition which i s  
exposed t o  a gas under equil ibrium conditions. This assumes tha t  the temper- 
ature of the liquid-gas system and the composition and pressure of the g8s 
wl I I remain constant. 
because the vapor pressure of most l i qu id  metals i s  small near the thelting 
point. Under these conditions, some of the gas w i l l  be absorbed by the l i q u i d  
metal. The amount of such absorption i s  a function of the p a r t i a l  pressure of 
the gas. 
the l i qu id  metal w i l l  depend upon the quanti ty of tha t  gas i n  contact with the 
I iqu id  metal. 
c a d i t  i as. 
The composition o f  the gas i s  considered to  be constant 
Another way of expressing t h i s  is: the amount of gas absorbed by 
This w i  I I be a constant for any given set of %qui I i b r i m *  
I f  the equil ibr ium conditions change, the amount of gas dissolved by the l i qu id  
w i l l  change. If the composition and pressure of  the gas are held constant and 
the temperature is '  increased, the mount of dissolved gas w i  I I usual l y  increase. 
I f  the temperature i s  decreased, the quanti ty o f  dissolved gas w i l l  a lso 
decrease. Thus, for  most l i qu id  metals, 8s the temperature of the m e l t  
decreases, the amount o f  gas which the l i qu id  can contain i n  solut ion decreases 
sharply. That port ion of the gas which the l i qu id  metal cannot re ta in  i s  
rejected from the m e l t  as the fami l iar  poro- 1 : y  seen i n  castings and welds. 
The question i s  how does such re ject ion of . ' s  from the melt occur? The 
most convenient way of  understanding t h i s  t. . w i o r  i s  based upon thermodynamics 
and provides a probabi l i ty  of whether or noi the reaction w i l l  occur. 
thermodynamic measure of  t h i s  behavior i s ' cs i l ed  the change i n  free energy of  
the system ( AF).  It, however, does not provide information as t o  the ra te  
of the reaction. 
The 
Under the equil ibr ium conditions previously noted, the quantity o f  gas i n  
soluf ion i n  the 1 iquid, metal was constant; i n  t h i s  case A F I 0 and no change 
w i l l  occur. When the  temperature of the melt i s  decreased, AF w i l l  be negative 
and a decrease i n  the s o l u b i l i t y  of the gas i s  expected. Conversely, when 
the melt temperature i s  raised, no gas re ject ion w i l l  occur; actually, more 
gas w i  I I  be dissolved. Under these conditions, A F w i  I I  be positive. Thus, 
the sign of  A F indicates whether a reaction w i l l  or w i l l  not occur. 
In  order t o  employ t h i s  concept for  evalfiating porosity formation something 
must be known about the behavior of a molten l i q u i d  which contains gas atoms 
i n  solution. 
and some gas atoms, which are i n  rapid, random motion. 
gas atoms w i l l  occasionally encounter each other. 
they may separate. If the conditions are proper, they remain together and 
l i t t l e  c lusters of gas atoms w i l l  pers is t  and grow i n  the melt. These are 
known as gas nuclei and are assumed t o  be t i n y  spheres. 
pressure and composition of the gas and the temperature o f  the melt can cause 
these nuclei t o  grow or t o  disperse. 
A convenient p ic ture of t h i s  consists of an assembly of  metal 
I n  t h i s  state several 
They may remain together, or 
Changes i n  the 
For a given set of conditions t h e  formation or dissolut ion o f  nuclei can be 
predicted by the sign of h F. 
the  gas over the anell- and an approximation of the smallest s i t e  of a stable 
The temperature, pressure and composition of 
nucleus must be considered far t h i s  prediction. When the other 
maintained a t  a constant level, the size of the smallest stable 
used to  predict  the sign of A F. 
This approach read i ly  provides an approximtlm fw AF; hF 
variables are 
nuclei can be 
s found t o  
vary inversely as the ,sqwre  of the radius of  the nucleus. .This information 
permits an approximation o f  the nucleation rate. This i s  also found t o  vary 
inversely as the square of  the radius of the nucleating part icle, 
the radius o f  the nucleus cannot be measured d i rec t l y  during the welding cycle. 
UrrfortunateJy, 
One way of c i r c m v e n t i n g t h i s  problem i s  to  u t i l i z e  the tilae-tercperature cycle 
tha t  the weld undergoes during so l id i f icat ion.  This w i l l  p r o v i d e r  measure 
of nucleus size, 
Since the aluminum al loys under consideration here are representative of 
eutect ic systems (which show a pronounced thermal arrest  upon solidification), 
t h e i r  t h e m  I arrests may be used as an "anchor point" upon which t0 .bse the 
subsequent calculations. For a given heat input per u n i t  volume of ml'8J and 
r e l a t i v e l y  constant cooJing conditions, the temperature of this thermal ar rest  
w i l l  occur a t  a nearly canstant temperature. This fact i s  usefur in simpl i fy-  
ing the expressions for approximating the ra te  a t  which these nuclei form. 
It i s  also important t o  note tha t  most o f  the porosity formation w i l l  have 














tecnperature lastks the lower l i m i t  of pore formation. 
Since heating and cool ing rates are very fas t  and temperatures are d i f f i c u l t  
t o  measure, the time t o  reach t h e  eutectic or "anchor" temperature i s  used t o  
measure the time avai lable for  pore formation. 
measurable but ind i rect  approximation of the temperatures andcooling rates 
tha t  are of interest  i n  welding. 
This also gives a readi ly  
Now, knowing the t i m e  for a weld t o  reach the eutectic temperature and the 
relat ionship previously obtained for the nucleation rate, the nucleation r a t e  
i s  found t o  be approximately inversely proportional t o  the square of the time 
required t o  cool the weldmetal t o  the eutectic temperature - a more readi ly  
useable relat ionship than one based upon exact temperatures or nuclei sizes. 
I n  a s imi lar  way the growth r a t e  of the nuclei can be shown t o  be approximately 
d i r e c t l y  proportional t o  the square of the time required fo r  the weld t o  cool 
t o  the eutectic temperature. 
occupied by pores and the average pore size can also be approximated i n  t h i s  
way. 
Other quanti t ies such as the area fract ion 
The derivations of these relat ionships are given i n  the appendix. 
The methods of obtaining pore data t o  v e r i f y  the theory are b r i e f l y  described 
below. 
ination. 
using a g r i d  which i s  about o'.oQ x 0.04 inches and contains 144 squares. 
The pores i n  each g r i d  are counted and an estimate o f  t h e i r  area i s  made. 
This process i s  continued u n t i l  the en t i re  section has been explored. The 
average pore area i s  obtained by adding a l l  of the pore areas and d iv id ing 
t h i s  quanti ty by the t o t a l  number of pores. The average pore area permits 
the calculat ion of  the average pore radius. The volume o f  the average pore 
The s ign i f icant  pore parameters are obtained by metallographic exam- 
Sections of a given weld nugget are examined under magnification 
divided by the time to reach the eutectic temperature provides an approxima- 
tion of the average pore growth rate, The total number of pores divided by 
the tiam to reach the eutectic temperature provides an approximation of the 
nUC IeatiOIl rate. 
In order to make practical use of these relationships the way in which they 
were derived musi be kepi in mind, Tine precise mechanism of niiciei formation 
i s  cat kn,~. en en M =tmic scale End is ccasidered to be based ugon t h e  laws 
of probability. 
are approximations. The experimental methods used for pore detection and 
measurement provide average values of those pores which are visible; many 
pores, particularly those formed just before solidification is completed, 
are submicroscopic in size and cannot be included in this analysis because of 
the practical difficulties of counting and measuring them. 
welds which are being studied here are not true welds in the sense that t w o  
pieces of metal are being joined. When these factors are considered in the 
light of practical applications to real welds, where many additional 
variables are operative, then It becomes apparent that it is imperative that the 
general understandings of the formation and growth of porosity be obtained. 
(The acquisition extremely detailed relationships would be very difficult to 
apply to real situations.) Thus, the primary objective of this work is to 
establish broad relationships regarding the factors affecting the formation of 
porosity which can be used to understand and minimize this problem in a 
practical way. 
Further, the theoretical relationships used in the present work 
In addition, the 
In order to establish these relationships, the variables have been selected 50 
that they include situations encountered in welding practice. 
to be investigated are: the contamination level ofthe atmosphere, the arc 
The variables 
current and voltage, the arc time and the material thickness. Combinations 
of these five factors are being tested according to a statistical plan given 
in Table I .  This plan will permit the determination of the individual effects 
of the variables and w i  I I also help to indicate if any two-way interactions 
exist between the variables. 
A schematic diagram of the test apparatus is given in Figure I .  Two-inch 
discs are being used for Phase 1 of the program. The specimens are cleaned 
with a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acid, rinsed in water and dried. They 
are then cleaned in Freon T-F vapor. 
Eringard welding box, Figure 2, where they are stored in either an atmosphere 
of dry helium or in a vacuum. 
The specimens are then stored in the 
Prior to welding, the specimens are briefly removed from the chamber and are 
dr i . I  1 ed ta reze i i'e t h e  thnrmzxi: ! r v r  i4-f!!- 
T-F vapor and returned to the chamber. 
Z1-e 2Lx,7.r ct.'ft%& F,-XI: 
The specimens are kept in the chamber 
s used to minimize 
nfluence the 
overnight under a vacuum before testing. This procedure 
surface contamination,particularly moisture, which might 
experimental results. 
The specimen is placed upon the fixture, Figure 3, and the assembly is inserted 
into the tast chamber within the Eringard welding box. A shim,Figure 4 , is  used 
to ensure that the desired distance between the top of the specimen and the 
electrode will be within 0.005 in. The test chamber is sealed and the con- 
trolled atmosphere is introduced into it and monitored, Figure 5, until the 
outlet sampling indicates that the desired atmosphere moisture content has 
been established. The devices which are used to measure and record welding 
variables are shown i n  Figure 6. The prescribed welding cycle i s  then 




exaraination, Figure 7 shows a radiograph of a typ ica l  specimen. 
Upon completion of t h i s  cycle the atmosphere i s  
A t  t h i s  point, pure dry helium i s  used to  purge the tes t  
This i s  done to prevent contamination of i n te r i o r  o f  the Eringard 
When the purge i s  completed, the welded samplb i s  removed for 
A f t e r  the radiograph i s  made, a macrophotograph o f  the top surface i s  made. 
The specimen is then sectioned t o  provide a port ion o f  the weld which contains 
the center and i s  about 1/8"-in thick. 
g r i t  AI*%, etched with F l i ck 's  reagent and repolished w i t h t h e  AI2% followed 
by Mgo. 
the average pore radius, the average growth ra te  and the average nucleation 
rate, as previously indicated. 
This specimen i s  polished wi th  600 
The polished specimen's are used to  determine the average pore drea, 
Figure 8 i s  a sketch o f  a typi'cal pore count. 
The 5ectioned specimen i s  radiographed for X-ray density measurements, Figure 9 ,  
Such measurements have not been helpful because of the very large amount of 
very f ine  porosity. 
f rac t ion  by X-tay techniques. After this, micrographs are made for the 
determination of dendrite-cel l  size (Figure 10). 
excised with a jewel lers saw and i t s  spec i f ic  grav i ty  i s  measured. 
this, the nugget i s  chemically analyzed for hydrogen content. Selected 
nuggets are also given complete chemical analyses. 
r ipp les have as yet  not been possible t o  make because these do not appear on 
the surface o f  the speciarehs. 
specimens, 
These pores are too f i ne  to permit estimates o f  pore 
The nugget i s  then carefu l ly  
Following 
Measurements o f  surface 
These w i  I 1  be measured on the bead--plate 
The electron microscope may be of assistance i n  t h i s  work. 
Two major d i f f i c u l t i e s  have been encountered. 
placement of the thermocouple wires. 
determine the size of the nuggets. When these were known, holes f o r  the wires 
were d r i l l e d  in to  the c i rcu la r  face so that,after welding, the thermocouple 
wires would be about 1/32 in. away from the nugget. 
i n  the melt ing of the  thermocouple wires. 
the edge o f  the specimen so tha t  t h e i r  ends occupy the same locations as 
before. 
now being made t o  fur ther improve t h i s  s i tuat ion by inser t ing a couple from 
one edge only. This work i s  not yet completed. 
The f i r s t  o f  these concerned the 
T r i a l  runs were made on specimens t o  
This frequently resul ted 
These holes are now d r i l l e d  i n t o  
This technique almost always provides good readings. An attempt i s  
The second major d i f f i c u l t y  was t o  select arc current-arc time combinations 
which would be suitable for  both the 1/4-in. and 3/4-in. th ick  specimens. 
When low current-low time sett ings were used an extremely small weld pool  
resulted on the 3/4-in. specimens. 
used, uncontrollable melt ing occurred on these specimens. This lack of  con- 
t r o l  appears t o  have resulted from the greater volume-to-surface r a t i o  of the  
th icker specimen. 
changed. 
This served t o  retard. the heat loss from the 1/4-in. specimens without 
mater ia l ly  a f fect ing tha t  of the 3/4-in. specimens. This modification 
permitted the retent ion of the or ig ina l  s t a t i s t i c a l  plan. 
When high current-high time sett ings were 
It was thought tha t  the s t a t i s t i c a l  plan might have t o  be 
A 0.010-inch zirconia coating was applied t o  the specimen holder. 
i 
The status of the experimental work is given in Table 2. The asterisks 
indicate thetestswhich have been made or are about to be &de in any given 
experiment. Table 3 lists the data which are now available. 
The anqlytical data are necessari l y  incomplete at this time. Therefore, It is 
only  possible to try to discern trends among the data. This is especially 
true since five variables are simultaneously operative. Thus, the trends 
discussed must be considered to be tentative; these relationships may be 
changed as more information is gathered. 
As indicated in Figure 11 ,  a correspondence does exist between the volume 
percent of porosity as determined by the microscopic and specific gravity 
methods. 
be present. 
0.8 exists, useful information regarding the transfer of data from one method 
to the other w i l l  be available. This will also firmly establish the degree 
of validity of the microscopic method. 
It appears that a somewhat less than-ideal correlation (1.0) might 
If this should prove to be the case, and a correlation of about 
The determination of hydrogen by means of the vacuum-fusion method includes 
that hydrogen which was contained in the pores as well as that contained in 
solution in the solidified melt. Since the total hydrogen is determined, it 
may be impossible to separate these two contributions. However, useful 
information may still be obtained. It i s  interesting to note, Figure 12, that 
the total hydrogen content appears to increase for solidification times up to 
about 3 seconds, and decreases thereafter. It was originally considered that 
the hydrogen content would increase up to a given solidification time and then 
decrease. The decrease is considered to result from the longer opportunity for 
hydrogen pores t o  f l o a t  t o  the fop o f  the melt and t o  escape during longer 
s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  times. 
i n  a l l  o f  t h i s  work. 
This tendency was expected t o  exert a strong influence 
The average pore nucleation r a t e  i s  high for  short s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  times (about 
I100 pores/sec a f te r  three seconds) and decreases rap id ly  t o  about 40 pores/ 
sec a f te r  about 5 seconds. See Figure 13. The nucleation ra te  then reverses 
i t s  trend and begins t o  increase. The i n i t i a l  decrease i n  the nucleation r a t e  
i s  thought t o  resu l t  from the agglomeration o f  pores which have not been able 
t o  escape from the melt. 
so l i d i f i ca t i on  time of  about 5 seconds when the agglomerated pores may have 
had su f f i c i en t  time t o  escape from the molten metal. 
trend for so l i d i f i ca t i on  times greater than f i v e  seconds might represent th6 
formation of "second generation'' porosity which procedes as time increases but 
which cannot escape. 
A minimum amount o f  nucleation appears t o  occur a t  a 
The reversal of t h i s  
Th is  hypothesis appears t o  be confirmed by the data i n  Figure 14. The growth 
rate, G, of the pores seems t o  reach a maximum size a f t e r  a sol i di  f i cation 
t i m e  o f  about 3 t o  5 seconds. 
phase previously noted. 
pore escape has apparently occurred. For longer so l i d i f i ca t i on  rates, the 
data probably represent the growth o f  the "second generation" of porosi ty 
which occurs a f te r  most o f  the or ig ina l  pores have l e f t  the melt. The longer 
s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  times permit more hydrogen t o  escape. 
not  had much t i m e  e i ther  t o  grow or t o  escape. 
decreasing apparent pore growth rate. 
This i s  presumed t o  represent the agglomeration 
A t  so l i d i f i ca t i on  times o f  about 5 seconds maximum 
The remaining pores have 
This gives r i s e  t o  the 
The average pore nucleation ra te  changes more markedly than does the growth 
rate. I n  addition, G i s  very much smaller than i s  N. Since the pore s i r e  i s  
a function o f  G/N, the average pore size must be very small. 
the large mount of very f ine  porosity which obscured tho X- ray  readings and 
This explains 
~ e ~ l u d e d  m W r M t S  Of the pOr. W- frmti- by t h i §  
fhe pwe voluare f rac t ion  i s  shorn as a linear function o f  the Johnrotl-bbhl 
p w m o t e r  (R.fer.nce I1 i n  Figuro 15. This i s  s i q r i f i c s n t  because tho factors 
N and 6, which previously were considered only ind iv idual ly  as funct ims o f  
time, are CIOV c o n b i n d  in a canplex way w i t h  time to provide a broader p ic ture 
o f  porosity behavioro 
consistent over four orders of magnitude o f  the pwameter. 
fidence that tho theoretical and practical approximations as w e l l  as the roo 
suJtant deta 8ppe8r to be reasonably w e l l  founded. 
It should be noted tha t  th is  function appears to be 
This lends con- 
The fol lowing preliminary tronds have been observed: 
I. A reasonable corre ja t lon appears to e x i s t  betwean th4 microscopic and 
speci f ic  gravi ty methods for tho determination o f  volume f ract ion of 
porosiw. 
2. The io ta1 hydmgm corr tmt of weld pools shows a maximum w i t h  r o l i d l f i c a -  
t i on  tiwe This behmtioc depends upon the ti- available for the hydrogen 
pores tr, agglourato and leave the melt. 
3. Rwosity nucleation shows canparsblo behavior, but  wi th a minimum a f t e r  
s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  times o f  about5 seconds. This seaus to indicate tha t  the 
f-, a g g I w 8 t 0 ,  and then IO8W the mi8 t r -d  I S  fUUSOd8 
a f t e r  5 seconds, by tho formation o f  nw p0r.s which haw sotme t iw io 
grow but do not  b v o  t i r  t0 mP.0 
4. Porosity growth ra te  data seems t o  confirm t h i s  behavior by indicat ing a 
sharp increase i n  pore growth for the f i r s t  5 seconds which i s  then 
fo l  lowed by a decrease i n  pore growth. 
growth r a t e  a t  longer so l i d i f i ca t i on  times probably i s  a resu l t  of longer 
times avai lable for  the escape o f  hydrogen. 
This apparent decrease i n  pore- 
5. The observed pore nucleation and growth rates explain the large amounts of 
f i n e  porosity which obscured the X-rays and precluded measurenents of the 
pore area fract ion by t h i s  method. 
6. The good, l inear agreement of pore volume f ract ion as a function of the 
Johnson-Mehl parameter appears t o  provide reasonable assurance tha t  the 
techniques employed as well as the resul tant  data are val id. 
The program indicated i n  Table 2 i s  being continued. The analyt ical  work on 
these specimens i s  also being accelera2ed. Some addit ional specimens also 
w i l l  be tested t o  ve r i f y  the data i n  the f i r s t  nine experiments. 
Work has also been started on the assembly of the t e s t  chamber for the weld- 
ing of the bead-on-plate specimens. 
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TABLE I 
PHASE I BASIC DESIGN 
(ALL MATERIAL IS 2219-T87) 
Arc 
Atmosphere Arc Arc 
Experi- Contami- cur- Volt- Arc Material 
ment Block nant rent age Time Thick- 
No. NO. Level Level Level Level ness 
1 1 M M M M L Center 
~ 
2 L L L L L 
3 H H H H L 
4 2 H H H L H 
5 L L L H H 
~ -~ 
6 H H L H H 
7 L L H L H 
0 3 L L H H L 
9 H H L L L 
~~ ~~ ~ 
10 4 M M M M L Center 
11  H L H H H 
12 5 L H L L H 
13 L H L H L 
14 H L H L L 
15 L H H L L 
16 6 H L L H L 
17 H L L L H 
18 L H H H H 
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POROSITY FORMATION AS A NUCLEATION AND GROWTH PROCESS 
The evolution of gas from a melt is a process whkh is dependent upon two 
major mechaniems: the nucleation of stable agglomerationr of gas molecuies 
and the growth of such nuclei into bubbles, which appear ar void. or porosity 
in the solidified matrix. 
as& 
show how these may be used to explain observed, experimental behavior. 
Classical thermodynamics . .  (Reference 12) mag be 
delrronstrate +&e factors sffecthg the mu major pwuntters a d  tu 
Nucleation 
A stable nucleurr of formerly dissolved gats will form when &e Gibbs free 
energy (AI?) becope. negative. This quantity may bo gxprerred u the rum 
of component free drier gies : 
AF = OAF, + AFs + Arc 
where AFm is fhe chemical free energy of the nucleating gu, AF'* ir it. 
surface free energy 8nd AF' is its strain energy. 
marily concerned with gas evolution in the liquid state, A$ w i l l  be negligible. 
Under these conditions, AFs sets the lower l i d t  on'the site of the stable 
nucleus. H A F ~  is too large (molecular aggiomeratiA too rmirU), the nu- 
cleus will redissolve. If AFs is small (molecular agglomeration large), the 
nucleus w i l l  grow. 
Since this work is pri- 
Quation (1) may be r e r i t t e n  as 
(2) 
3 2 A F = - k l a  +%a , 
. .  
where kl ia  the chemical energy per d t  volupxa and % io the 8urfkce energy 
per unit area lind a ie the raditu of the nucleating particle. The equilibrium 




and the change in f ree  energy thus becomes 
4 k ~ 3  
k l  
rA F  = (4) 
The smallest  stable nucleus that will form an observable void in a eutectic 
system, such as upder. consideration in this work, is that which forms a t  the 
eutectic temperature and has sufficient t ime to grow. 
the equilibrium nucleus size,  a 
tion (3) may be employed to reexpress  equation (4) as 
Under these conditions, 
of equation (3), will be a constant, and equa- 
0 
A F  = Const. k2 ( 5 )  
Thus, the change in f r ee  energy will be an inverse function of the radius (r) 
of the particle as given by 
1 A F  = Gonst. - 2 r 
since the surface energy var ies  inversely a s  the a rea  of the gas  nucleus. 
In the liquid s ta te  considered here,  the diffusion of the gas atoms through the 
liquid to the growing nuclei will be relatively unimpeded (Reference 13). 
nucleation rate,  N, may be approximated by 
The 
-AF/RT N = Const. exp (7) 
However, the temperature at the eutectic is constant until solidification is 
completed, so that equation (7) may be rewrit ten (using equation (6) and a 
series approximation for e? as 
Cons t, N = 2  
r 
Pore Growth 
Equation (8)  provides an approjcimation of the rate of nucleation of the small- 
est observable gas bubbles which grow at the eutectic temperature. 
rate of growth, G, of these bubbles must now be described. 
of a sphere is given by (Reference 14) 
The 
The grawth rate 
dV 2 dr  
G = ~ = 4 n r  x (9)  
where V is the volume of the growing bubble and t is the time. 
temperature, the eutectic temperature, the bubbles may be assumed'to grow 
at an essentially constant rate. 
At a given 
Expressed mathematically, 
d r  = Const. dt (10) 
Integration of this equation gives 
r = Const. (t - tE) , (1 1) 
where tE is the time of growth at the eutectic temperature. 
aluminum alloy composition subjected to a given amount of superheating, t 
will be very nearly a constant value. Thus, all bubbles which grow larger 
than what was previously defined as the smallest observable bubble will have 
radii that are  a direct function of the time that the molten material was 
allowed to grcrw at temperatures above the eutectic. 
For a given 
E 
Equation (11) may also be employed to provide further insight into the nuclea- 
tion rate as given by equation (8 ) ;  this becomes 
Const. N =  
tt - tE)2 
Thus, the nucleation rate ie shown to'be inversely proportional to the time 
that the melt is kept above the eutectic temperature -in agreement with ob- 
served behavior. 
. 
In applying equation (1  1) to equation (9) , the growth r a t e  may be rewrit ten as 
(13) 
2 
tE) G = Const. (t - 
Integration of,both sides of this equation with respect  to time, between the 
l imits  of tE and t, gives 
L i G d t  = Const. (t - tE) 3 
This is an  expression for the total volume of all bubbles at an  init ial  time, t. 
The total volume of voids grown after that i s  
df K j d t l  N (1 - f )  dt , 
where f is the fraction of the gas that is contained in  the bubbles. 
equation (15) is integrated and equation (12) is substituted for N, 
When 
Thus, the fraction 
to form bubbles is 
4 C0nst.t f =  
(15) 
of the gas that has precipitated f rom the melt  and coalesced 
primarily a function of the time that the melt spent above 
the eutectic temperature. 
shown schematically as in  Figure 2-10, where most of the bubble.formation 
occurs before tE. The volumetric fraction of porosity is also expressed by 
equation (16) , except that the proportionality constant is different. 
To a f i r s t  approdmation, equation (16) may be 
. 
FRACTION OF VOLUME OF AVAILAVLE GAS 1N BUBBLES 
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The expressions for N and C,  equations (12) and (13), permit the calculation 
of the average void size, s, since. 
1 s = Const. 
Upon substitution, equation (17) becomes 
(1 8) 4 s = Const. (t - tE) 
or the average bubble size is directly proportional to the fourth power of the 
time that the melt is above the eutectic temperature. 
In this analysis of the Tormation and growth of pores in molten alloys, it will 
be noted that all of the significant parameters necessary for the understand- 
ing of this reaction have been reduced in terms of time spent at or above the 
.eutectic temperature. 
ured with a high degree of accuracy, and the equations a r e  thus more  valid 
than those with some l e s s  accurately determinable parameters .  
important point is that the use of such time factors  automatically provides 
that the parameters  affecting bubble .formation will be sensitive to the ra te  of 
heat t ransfer . f rom the molten alloy. 
solidification is a function of the temperature difference between the molten 
metal  and the surrounding solid mater ia l ,  the mechanism of porosity forma- 
tion may be a function of the t ime-temperature cycles. 
This is important because these factors may be meas-  
Another 
In other words, since the t ime for 
A s imilar  s e t  of equations may be  derived in  t e rms  of the initial temperature  
of the melt  and the eutectic temperature of the alloy. Such a n  analysis would 
not be a s  helpful in understanding these phenomena a s  that just  given, be-  
cause it does not account for the rate of heat removal. 
The analysis presented here  implicitly assumes that all of the gas  ejected 
from the melt  will be retained a s  pores in the solidified weld and that none 
of it would float to the surface. 
after solidification. 
simplifications made in  the mathematical analysis, i t  i s  apparent that the 
experimental data will  deviate somewhat f rom the theoretically predicted be - 
havior. 
t e rms  of the parameters  affecting the phenomenofi in question. 
predicted by the equations does agree with observed behavior, provides an 
insight into the mechanism of porosity formation, and furnishes a guide to 
the experimental verification of this phenomenon, 
It also considers that no pores will form 
When such factors a r e  taken into consideration with the 
Where significant deviations do occur, these will be explained in  
The behavior 
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The object of this prugmun is t o  estsblish extreme cWidence in trsnsferrlng 
weld settinge end data from machine to machine and facil i ty to  facility. 
Equipment 




- Alrco Model El4E-E automatic head for the gas tungsten arc 
welding process. 
- Lockhsad bveloped all-position boom and carriage motmtea 
on a Webb weld poeitioner. The carrlage is controlled by 
a Servo-Tech tachometer feedback governor. 
W i r e  Feed - Airco Model A"-B feed rolls with Airco Model AHC-B feed- 
back type governor control. 
recorder. 
Insfmanentation = Texas Instrument "Servo/riter" 4 channel potentimetric 




- &laky Model S-6 fmctional contml 600 amperem welding 
power source. 
- Preci8ion Scisv (MIG) (TIG) mlding head vith proximity 
head control. 
- Servo-Tech control system to  operate a Lookheed derpigned 
carriage. 
Wire Feed 0 Airco AEC-B w i r e  feed control with tachometer feedback 
goveqor. 
metric recorder. 
Instramenfation - ~nneapolia-~eywel.l "Electronic 17" four channel gotentlo- 
, 
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The analysis of significance of the variables and the regression analysis is  
being rtm,on Unit No, 1. 
U n i t  No, 1 and U n i t  No, 2 are  t o  be used f o r  transferabil i ty.  
Experimental Design: 
The experimental deaign used duriag the development program t o  determine the 
significance of the variables and t o  establish response characterist ics i s  a 
1/16 replication of nine factors i n  eight block8 of four units each. This 
design is  being used completely randomized with several two factor  interactions 
measurable. (See pages 5 and 6 . )  
Welding variables: 
'The following variables (independent) have been chosen f o r  consideration during 
,the TIG portion of the development. (See pages 7, 8, and 90 
C 
V 
I Weldicg current, recorded so that each chart l i ne  (2.5 mm) is equal t o  0.5 amps. 
E Welding volfage, recorded so that each chart l i ne  (2.5 mm) i s  equal t o  0.05 
volts . 
T Welding t rave l  speed, recorded so that each chart l i ne  is  equal t o  0.5 in/min 
or  0.2 in/min, 
o r  3.2 in/min. 
W s  9 PKl.er wira speed, recorded so that each chart l ine  is equal t o  1.0 in/min 
Wd LI Volume of fills: wire deposited ( in  /inch of weld). 3 This is calculated from 
weld t rave l  and wira speed and entered d i rec t ly  as a weld variable on the 
computer data sheets, 
REPOKT no. 8 
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Gp - Inert shielding gas (Hel ium)  puri ty  measured i n  parts per million t o t a l  
impurity. 
with air t o  produce high, medium, and low impurity gas as follows: 




02 Butane Total ppm 
22 
81 
l k 9  
Gf I Shielding gas flaw rate (cfh) us&clg calibrateL flow gages. HeLm is 
being used throughout the TIG program. 
Of I Temperature of the weldment pr ior  t o  welding. This is controlled using 
a direct  reading contact pyrometer t o  determine uniformity and temperature 
level. 
J .) Weld jo in t  spacing or gag measured in  inches. Shims are used during the 
specimen tack weld operation t o  control the jo in t  gap. 
D I Mameter of the electrode t i p  measured i n  inches. The 3/16 thorated 
tungstens electrodes are machine ground with 2.40 taper and then blunted 
t o  the desired t i p  diameter. 
The torch resistance variable i s  under control by the use of the Lockheed, 
high amperage, low resistance torch. 
Reswnses o r  Dependent Variables 
Ftu 1 Ultimate Tensile Strength 
!?ty I Yield Strength 2$ Offset 
e Elongation, $ of 2 inches. 
M .I Cross section area of the apparent melt zone as measured f r o m  specimen 
macrographso 
REPOIiT NO. 8 
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H rn Cross section area of apparent heat af'fqcted zone as measured from specimen 
macrographs. 
P a Depth of penetration of melt as measured from the top surface of the specimen. 
Q I Overlap i n  melt penetration when specimen is welded from both sides. 
E I Electric& energy of the welding arc i n  joules per inch of weld. 
M t  m Temperature envelope as recorded from Cramel Alumel thermocouple taped t o  
Tt This envelope data is 
At 
the back side and i n  the  center of the weld Joint. 
transferred t o  computer data sheets as m a x i m u m  temperature, time above 
4500F, and area under the curve above 4500F. 
provides a porosity level from 0 t o  lo@ over ten inches of weld. 
nimber i s  applied directly t o  the computer data input. 
X I Radiographic. Porosity in the weld is  measured by using a grid system that  
This 
Present Statu8 
The computer analysis of the data from the 1/4" TIG is being accomplished. This 
i s  t o  include the analysia of variance, the regression analysis, the solution of 
the quadratic equations from the regression analysis and the plotting of selected 
response 8urfac:es and parameters. 
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WELDING UNIT NO. 1 
" 
Electrode Position 
WELD NO. Ul23Sr 
SEQUEXCe NO. 22 
ANALTTICAL AND STATISTICAL STUDY ON THE EFFkxTs 
OF PORasITX LEVEL ON WEID JOINT PERFORMANCB 
. 
m o m s  REFORT, 18 FEBRUARY 1965 
Freaaated at 3fmhSl. Space Flight Center by John F. Rudy - EIartin Denver 
I, 
"ha objective of t h i s  program is to  establish a correlation between 
defects - primarily porosity - and mechanical behavior of a weld. A more 
SPeCif%z objective is t o  be able t o  use t h i s  relationship to derive working 
weld acceptance criteria. It is recognized t h a t  the industry is already i n  
operation with not one, but several weld acceptance criteria. This program 
doe8 mfi i n t d  t o  duplicate these criteria, but t o  make them =re definitive. 
In es8ePce, the benefit of t h i s  program is t o  place the user i n  a position to  
confidextu accept more defects in the as-is condition, so that the i n t m  
ductian of the specific defect, which is weld repair, will be d . I l M S e d 0  
argument can be more fully appreciated uhen coxisideration is Gven to the 




The practical success of t h i s  program depends on the abil i ty t o  make 
I f  relationships for more accurate prediction the cr i ter ia  more definitive. 
of the influence of a defect are to  be made, the defect must be more accuratelJ 
defined i n  terms of those characteristics of the defect which influence the 
mechanical properties of the Joint. Thus, we must develop a classification 
system which considers, i n  greater detail  than present criteria, size, shape, 
and position o f t h e  defect with respect to the boundaries o f t h e  weld puddle, 
Once the classification system is derived, the relationship between the system 
and ~ c h a n i c a l  properties wi l l  be established by a straightforward 8mpi.rical 
approach using stat is t ical  techniques. 
Ths first task  i n  the study of defects is to  find the defects t o  study, 
The practical task t o  which the program has been addressed for the larger part 
of the effort to date, is to  find a mean8 of producing defects with sufficient 
predictability a d  consistency of occurrence t o  allow a s t a t i s t i c a l 4  p M  
sad efficient program t o  be coxducted, If we are t o  obtain the  
3 
I][. D B C W I O l i  (Continued) 
requlrad numbers of defects within a given classification, we must develop a 
technique for pducing  defects which introduces a miniwes of d& which muat 
b0 8 C r a p p s d  aS @0 
A t  the beginnizg of the program it was established that the defects 
which would be produced would be done so with a minimum of deviation from 
s t i t m i d  -isibfng pcedures. 
which is -sumxi reflects the defect i tself ,  rather than the  mean8 which was 
used to  produce the defect. 
larger part of porasity type defects to  hydrogen or water vapor, artificial 
means of intfoducing these contaolinants have besn the  priplar7 experiPerrtd 
Tnis is necessary i n  order that the infiuence 
Since current technical thiddng attributes tho 
Wiab1-e 
III. S T A m  
Cantaminants have been introduced to weld be-fida contamixmting the, 
Filler wire treatments have included the fallowlag: 
sorfaca of t h e  weld flller wire ,  or by contaminating the  rrhield gaa which 
surround8 the electrode. 
1. As received, 





Surface cleaniqg with an alkaline solution, 
srtposure of the wire t o  high-hddi ty ,  warm air, 
soak wire i n  hot water. 
Anodize the wire with various current densities, bath temperature8, 
and times to  obtain a porous coating. 
Cathodically charge wire with m g e n ,  7. 
The above wire treatments generally did not give sufficient porosity, 
i n  the dawnhsnd welding position, to enable a broad range defect st-. 
anodited wires did give porosity, but not enough t o  provide the whole range of 
experimerital interest. Perhaps later work on horizontal position welding will 
shaw mr4 pmmise for these techniques. 
The 
The second technique, adding contaminant gas t o  the shield gas, has bean 
more successful in  providing a controlled and predictable level of porositq, 
have added moisture up to a dew point of approdmateu W 0 P ,  4 mga~ 
F 
III. PRESENT STATUS (Continued) 
up to the ra t io  15 CFH hydrogen to 80 CFH helium, and have added a h t u n s  of 
the two 5 s e s  i n  levels up to  these walues, Cro3s-suction dcrographs and 
kraya were aham which denonstrated that, with flat welding, the hi& eixtmme 
of porosiQ which is of interest was obtained with a +2S0F dew point, sero 
hydrogen; or with lar dew point (as received), and Smhyd~agen, 
horisor^rtal welding position %ad* porosity was obtained w i t h  lesser amounts of 
hydro&- ami moisture, 
of porosity can be obtained with horizontal welding a t  contamination levelu 
which are sufficiently law to hare a mininral influence on arc stability .ami ar8 
heat input, Thus, a modification of the program was suggested which placea the 
major emphasis on horisontal welding, which w i l l  be followed 
the defectporosity characteristic in t h e  vertical a& flat podtiom, 
In the 
A conclusion fromthese data is t h a t  predictable levda 
verifications in 
Side effects we- Pllustrated i n  term of ai'c current end arc voltage 
8tabLkLty with various levels of contamination. 
i l luetrated ih teras of bead surface, showing a deterioration in surface sgooth- 
hss with increasing hydrogen or moisture. 
Side effects were also 
Iv. CONCMISIOR 
The conclusion which can be offered at t h i s  time is that the  plogram 
has developed sufficient backpund infornmtian to  enable predictable and con= 
trollable intrduct ion of defects to aluminum welds. 
correlatiom between mechanical propertie8 and defective welds to  establish the 
range of experhmw interest  for a controlled statistical ptpgraa. A t  this 
t h ,  uu are able to iabtiats the intentional defect program in a statisticd. 
fashion to develop the final correlation which is the objective of the iulogramO 
Mechanical properties will be reprted i n  both l o a g i t u d i d  and transverse 
% d o n ,  ultimate strength, tensile strength, bead shape, welding parameters, 
d dongation In &age lengths of .2, .4, .6, .8, 1.0, and 2.0 hChe8. 
We had preliminary 
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